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And study the notion of becoming a social strain of legal consciousness, in particular, the most negative of its branches – the legal nihilism.

Legal consciousness, distortion of legal consciousness, legal nihilism.

If the physical body is constantly under pressure, it changes its shape, is deformed. Man's consciousness is also under constant pressure environment that contributes to its development or, on the contrary, her death.

National legislation and all legal industry as a whole develops every year, permissiveness creates new standards, which in turn should spring and identifies new species and subspecies as previously studied subjects. Of course, the deformation of legal consciousness, including legal nihilism is a pretty hot topic at this stage of our country. Because of the development rights generated new types and subtypes deformation legal consciousness and new methods are needed and how to overcome them.

So we set a goal to find a concept formation and ways to overcome this type of deformation of legal consciousness as legal nihilism.

Despite some research themes, and its coverage in the works of scientists, at this stage of the rule of law still there are new modifications right nihilism, which in turn require further scientific knowledge.
The essential difference between the human species from animals is his ability to reason and think abstractly, to talk about his past, critically assessing it and think about the future, developing and implementing it are designed for plans and programs. All this taken together is associated with the sphere of human consciousness.

Consciousness is the highest level of human reflection of reality. Assimilating information from the environment, individual involuntarily is a picture representation of certain phenomena that have been learned voluntarily or somewhere in enforcement. So, as a result, a tangle of information that can confidently call their own opinion or plantations entity represents conscious thinking.

Legal awareness Ukrainian citizens can be described as extraordinary and contradictory, which strangely combined or intricately intertwined and sprouts of new democratic values with the remnants of the old, totalitarian past. Legal consciousness - a body of beliefs and feelings that are endowed with regulatory nature and include both knowledge of legal phenomena and evaluation on the class (or nation-wide) justice and new legal requirements that reflect the economic and political needs and interests of social development.

With strains studied forms of legal consciousness most negative attitudes of mass consciousness of citizens is the legal nihilism that destroys the leading principles of democratic consciousness and significantly slows the process of building a civil society. Legal nihilism - a denial, neglect and negative attitude to law, law and legal forms of social relations, rights and freedoms of others. Its danger lies in unpredictable behavior while under the constant pressure of the subject can be treated with contempt for the law in all its forms, but do not transgress the law. But we can not say for sure what the social and psychological and physical factors once become negative regulator of behavior subject.
According to the Constitution of Ukraine (Art. 34) "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and speech, freedom of expression", so changing attitudes, preferences, ideas, leading to deformation of legal consciousness and its variants, is natural. State enshrined human rights, but failed to build a strong "design" provision and maintenance of reality. This is a continuing negative phenomenon, as a framework for consciousness does not exist, and the first steps of the Ukrainian state should be: legal education of the population through the media, legal education in schools at all levels from the experience of highly developed countries and the needs of modern society, enriching the legal culture, education of patriotism, promote law-abiding conduct research on the causes of offenses by young people, especially minors, and develop effective means of preventing such offenses.